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PELLET IDENTIFICATION

J. K. SINHA AND M. L. KSHETTRY

J. K. Sinha, M.Sc. is Assistant Director, Ballistics, Forensic Science Laboratory, Chandigarh,
India. Mr. Sinha has testified as a firearms expert in criminal cases throughout India and has pub-
lished several papers on forensic ballistics.

M. L. Kshettry, B.Sc. is a Scientific Assistant, Forensic Science Laboratory, Chandigarh, India,
where he specializes in forensic ballistics.

Identification of pellets fired through smooth
bore firearms is not known and is looked upon as
insoluble problem. But the importance of pellet
identification can not be overemphasised, especially
in our country where the use of smooth bore fire-
arm is encountered very frequently in crimes.

It has been observed that pellets, especially of
larger sizes such as L.G. and S.G., often carry
identifiable markings. These are scratched by the
surface irregularities of the barrels. The pellets
carrying these markings can be identified provided
such markings can be produced on test specimens.
However, statistical probabilities are very small
that other shots fired through the same barrel
would touch exactly identical points every time.
Due to the difficulties in obtaining desired test
specimens, the identification of fired pellets re-
mained impracticable. Identification of such pel-
lets should be possible if the markings from the
requisite points area could be reproduced. A suc-
cessful attempt has been made to obtain such test
specimens, with special reference to smooth bore
country made pistols (short barreled) chambered
for 12 bore cartridges.

THEo y

It is well known that barrels are not perfectly
smooth and their surfaces are irregular, having
rough spots of elevations and depressions. The
striations on the pellets are produced by their
passage over these surface irregularities and they
are highly characteristic for individualisation. The
pellets may be scratched only by a small portion
of the barrel. Normally only one side of the pellets
is found to have striations which are due to the
scratching by one segment of the barrel. These
markings from the required surface can be ensured
if the striations due to the entire surface of the
barrel are obtained.

A projectile may carry striations due to the

entire surface irregularities if it perfectly seals the
bore. Perfect sealing of the bore can very well be
achieved by using projectile of greater diameter
than that of the bore. But shotgun cartridges are
not loaded with any single projectile having diam-
eter greater than the respective bore diameter.
Amongst the available single shotgun projectiles,
single balls can alone be considered to serve the
purpose. But single ball diameter is always less
than the minimum permissible diameter of the
bore of the gun. Therefore, single balls of larger
diameter can only be used for test firing. It is not
possible however to do this because of limitations
of chamber size and possibility of bursting of the
barrel. Single balls of slightly greater diameter
can, however, be pushed through the barrel so as
to take on the necessary bore markings for com-
parison. But a single ball being spherical has
another disadvantage of minimum surface contact
and is also not commercially available in different
sizes according to the requirement. Considering
the above factors, the best suited test specimen
should be cylindrical in shape and be made from
lead, which being soft can be pushed through the
barrel with ease. It is, therefore, dear from the
aforesaid discussion that, for comparison, test
specimen of lead, cylindrical in shape and slightly
greater than bore diameter, should be pushed
through the barrel. This test specimen will neces-
sarily touch the entire inside surface of the barrel
and will also bear markings from the set of points
of particular interest.

EXPERIMENTATION

Cylindrical lead specimen (pellet) of any desired
dimension can very easily be made by casting. An
improvised method has been devised and adopted
in the laboratory for preparing such test speci-
mens. A flexible steel strip of Y" width has been
used which could be turned to form a cylinder of
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any desred dinter, The steel strp and the

cyvindrclea pems cast it arc shown n

Eperiamentafirings were con-ducted thriagh a
country made pistol cam rered for i2 bore cart-
ridges, using a 12 bore cartridge loaded witi L.,G.
tobets. Tbe fired shots were recovered. Out of thc
six fired p llets, two peliets were foind to have
suffi'ent striations for comparison. As discussed
earlier, tet spchmens were prepared by csting
lead pelets of slightly igher diameter than that
of the bore, Two such test specimens were pushed
through the barrel oc the coeuntr made pistol.
Tiem test pellets were examined for bore inarkiags
and as expected, were found to match throughout
the surface. Thereafter, one f the recovered fired

Fr oa, 2

pelle s andt t est spcimen were corpared for
chracterstic bore i arkings. On horouo exam-
in.ation, positive match was observed, proving
tPereby iatl the riation% which machied en Ihe
tet specimen and on the recovered fired pellet,
were dueo the same ',rc- Figure 2 show,,, a
positive match between the test and recovered
fired plet,
To study the reproducbilit, another test speci

men was pushed through the barrel and the mark-
mg, thereon compared with those on the fPred
pellet Both the test and the 'bred pelets did match

t norrespondig position P in figure 2M eore-
over, he tests among themselves had pa totive
matel at similar posttton,
'The oter retovered pellet haig sufcient

striations when compared with the tests w& als
found to have positive match. However, the po-
ti n of matching was entirely diferent from the

previous one, In the murder case in which the said
pistol was used, a L,G, fired shot, which had been

recovered from the body of the deceased, was also
positively inked. Figure 3 shows the striaton-

matching of the questioned fired pellet with the
test specimen,

e In order to study emiation ad individualit,
five country made pitols chambered for 12 bore
cartridges were taken for experinental puroses.
One art.ridge, eaeh loaded with LG shots, was

fired through each of them and the fired pellets
were recovered, Five fired, pellets, one from eash
group having suffcient striations were secretly
marked and mixed. fMe test specimens through all

the pistols were obtained a d compared with the
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recovered fired pellets, After careful examination,
it was possible to link each pellet with the appro-
priate weapon

Exmination, of number of fired pellets revealed
that whle marony of the fired peIlets had identifiable
mrkfig, many others had several additional
markings which coold be due to parti rotation
of the pellets inside the barrel Further oivestiga-
tiou iu this regard is being carried out.

Possibilit of identifying pellets fired throigh
long barrleled shot guns were investigated. It was
observed that aithough there is difficulty to some
extent in ohoainirng test specmens as conpared to
short barr I identifcation could be achieved

satisactorily

The possiilit't of identifying pellets fired
through semoolth bore firearms bas beet investi-
gated with specia reerere to localy nide smooth
bore pistols chambered for i2 bre cartridges, It
has been found that fired pellets ha log ideni table
markings cani be identified, Iowever, for compari-
son, instead of firig test cartridges, test specimens
are obtained by pushing Jigh1fly oversized jin-
driaal lead pieces through the barrel.

The aultors wish to thank I)r. B. R, Sharma,
Director, Forenaoc Siene. Laboratory, Chandi-
garb for his keen interest in the work,
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